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If you are buying your first home, the issues of getting the best mortgage rates may be worrying
you. If you live in Canada, you donâ€™t have to fret over these problems, as there are several good
mortgage brokerage companies that can give you expert advice and connect you to a lender who
will give you a good rate.

Types of Mortgages

Today, there are numerous mortgage products available in Canada, that often times the consumer
is confused about which low rate mortgage to choose. Contact a reputed company that has access
to big banks and lending institutions. They employ mortgage professionals who can explain
everything comprehensively.

A fixed-rate is an amortizing mortgage wherein payments are made every month which remains
more or less the same. Borrowers can get a 15 to 30-year mortgage if they can afford the monthly
payments. But, if the rate of interest comes down, you will not stand to benefit.

An â€˜adjustable-Rate mortgageâ€™ or ARM is one where the rate is fixed for 3-5 years after which it is
reset depending on an index as well as a margin. Your mortgage agent will advise you on the best
mortgage rates, so having knowledge of the various types will help you decide. The third type is the
â€˜Option Adjustable-Rate Mortgageâ€™ which permits consumers to select from four options of payment.

Mortgage Brokers are Indispensible

Mortgage brokers are professionals who can find a low rate mortgage for you. They are licensed
and can provide a useful consultation with a lender. They can protect you from grasping lending
terms and negotiate the best rate. They have the influence to connect you to the right financial
planners and lawyers.

Since mortgage rates keep changing constantly, you will require a broker who is up-to-date in his
field. A good broker will have access to a wide spectrum of lenders which will help in finding a low
mortgage rate. They can also assist you to procure finance for a second home.

Services Provided by Mortgage Companies

Canadian mortgage companies offer a range of services to their clients. A mortgage company,
besides finding the best mortgage rates can also advise you on improving your credits. Providing
loans for home buyers is the main segment of the financing companies.

The most important service provided by mortgage firms is making it possible for consumers to
compare rates offered by several lenders. This is of great help as consumers can easily select the
best mortgage rates. Some other services are mortgage re-financing, debt consolidation, cash-out
loans, etc all of which allow them to serve a broad public spectrum. Additionally, the websites
provide unparalleled help for those seeking a mortgage.
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John Anderson - About Author:
For more information about a best mortgage rates and low rate mortgage, you may visit Dominion
Lending Centres website.
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